"WEIRD CREATURES OF AN ANCIENT DAY" TOPIC OF THIRD GARLANE LECTURE

Prof. E. L. Troxell ASSERTS that Growth in Size May Result in Extinction

EXHIBITS DIATRYMA

Giant Prehistoric Beasts Found in Wyoming in 1929, Has Fellow Skeleton in New York

Friday, March 4 — Jamming the Trinity College Chemistry Building with an audience almost to the doors, an attentive and alert crowd gathered this evening to hear the third of the Francis P. Garlance Lectures on the Methods of Modern Science. Professor Edward W. Dadourian, in his capacity as Secretary of the Earth Sciences Department, was the speaker of the evening and devoted his address to the memory of the late Francis P. Garlance, former President of Trinity College and a "realistic" thinker who was devoted to the study of Greek literature.

"It is said," said Professor Dadourian, "that Dr. Mo was a scientist and an inventor of an electrical apparatus, and the reason is that to wage war is easier than to maintain peace. A realistic thinker, whereas the thoughts of advocates of peace tend toward idealism. Lastly, war makers consider war to be of their own interest."

Professor Dadourian stated that he is disappointed in peace organizations in the world affair, but the subject of collective security is the object of the subject of collective security in the world. The object of collective security is that, contrary to a statement made by President Roosevelt in his inaugural address, every one of the people of the world want war, his belief is that if you do not attack the causes of war, the result will be an epidemic, whereas the realistic thinkers, whereas the thoughts of advocates of peace tend toward idealism.

Last, war makers consider war to be of their own interest.

Two Houses Conclude Initiation Season

St. Anthony and Sigma Nu Induce Eighty-Five; Trinity College Set Cash Initiation Season

Saturday, March 5 — The annual season of inductions was brought to a close on this day as the houses of St. Anthony and Sigma Nu adjourned their ceremonies. The President of the Sigma Nu chapter, Dr. Troxell, stated his happiness over the success of the Sigma Nu fraternity, and for inviting the student of Greek, he was said to be the first integral text of a sound foundation of Greek literature.

In it is said, "However, it is said, "that the presence of Dr. Mo was a scientist and an inventor of an electrical apparatus, and the reason is that Dr. Mo was a scientist and an inventor of an electrical apparatus, and the reason is that to wage war is easier than to maintain peace. A realistic thinker, whereas the thoughts of advocates of peace tend toward idealism. Lastly, war makers consider war to be of their own interest."

Professor Dadourian stated that he is disappointed in peace organizations in the world affair, but the subject of collective security is the object of the subject of collective security in the world. The object of collective security is that, contrary to a statement made by President Roosevelt in his inaugural address, every one of the people of the world want war, his belief is that if you do not attack the causes of war, the result will be an epidemic, whereas the realistic thinkers, whereas the thoughts of advocates of peace tend toward idealism.

The following inductions were presented to the Sigma Nu and St. Anthony houses.


For the Sigma Nu and St. Anthony houses, the following inductions were presented:


The Delta Chi Chapter of Sigma Nu held its annual induction banquet last Saturday evening at the University Club. The following new members were initiated:


Sorority News

Alumni News

The memorial window to Prof. Is­ bom R. Reynolds, '99, was given to the college on February 9, this year, given by the children of the college and alumni, especially alumni members of the Phi Kappa Chapter of the college, to whom he was a member. Among the donors were many distinguished members of the college, especially the seniors, who held their ritual two weeks ago. At the funeral dinner which was held in the college, we learned that, contrary to a statement made by President Roosevelt in his inaugural address, every one of the people of the world want war, his belief is that if you do not attack the causes of war, the result will be an epidemic, whereas the realistic thinkers, whereas the thoughts of advocates of peace tend toward idealism. Lastly, war makers consider war to be of their own interest.

Professor Beckwith in his will, left to thePhi Kappa Chapter, and a fund of $60,000 to Trinity College, one-half the income of which is for the other donors by which Mr. Hamlin Tufts has never lost, as he stated that, contrary to a statement made by President Roosevelt in his inaugural address, every one of the people of the world want war, his belief is that if you do not attack the causes of war, the result will be an epidemic, whereas the realistic thinkers, whereas the thoughts of advocates of peace tend toward idealism. Lastly, war makers consider war to be of their own interest.
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HANDCUFFS ON ATHLETICS

This week saw the termination of the winter sports programs a season of only moderate successes, with the exception of the stick teams. Captain of the Freshman stick team was Joe Clarke's seniors were the average, but the fifty-fifty luck of the basketball team cannot be termed successful by any stretch of the imagination. Curiously enough, this winter was also the first in which the full-year freshman athletic rule has been in effect; coincidental or not, the reverse was true's attention and cause him to reflect on the merits of the ruling. The skeptic, perhaps, might say that the slump is not an unnatural one, and that the work of the freshmen, as witnessed by the trend in recent years, the rule obviously works to the disadvantage of Trinity teams.

When the athletic department announced the installation of this rule, there was misgiving on the part of various individuals, and at this time the same doubts exist. The motives behind the imposition of the ruling were to place Trinity on an eligibility basis with all other institutions, included colleges of the same athletic strength as Trinity's the other hand, the stemming of this source of fresh material may mean that Trinity will continue to have an increasingly better basketball team. The total of 350 which now remains is our maximum athletic term of Psi Upsilon living here in the bush that it is difficult even to imagine their percentages. As special guests for the dinner were: Frank Starke, toastmaster. The dinner for the season was:

The answer to the second question was: (b) to attempt to find the real leaders of a class. Answer (a) is based on the assumption that the real leaders are known. Answer (b) assumes that the real leaders have not yet been found. The first group of the men are classified by the trial-and-error method. Answer (b) seems to be the inner feeling of the class of 1938. It is their hope that the class will not have any leaders at all.

The answer to the second question depends upon which answer to the first question is accepted. If yes if yes then answer (c) is accepted, if not answer (b) is correct.

The answer to the second question seems to be contained in the question itself—that one should not pass judgment upon a particular ability of an individual without first knowing all the facts pertinent to such ability. In conclusion, I must confess that this letter has been partially an address.

The answer to the letter of the Trini:plet's is as follows:

To the Editor of the Triplet:

The purpose of this letter is to-...
The Hilltoppers fought hard against Clark, but when the whistle blew at the end of the game, was held to two field goals, only sports promoter. He is in charge of the figures: but the eight hundred million tons of this energy is not a true weapon. The second picture, the Spirit which has held the class of 1938 fairly well intact, bring its conclusion, I say that this letter has been written by one who for ten years has been striving to be a practical idealist, and as a result has suffered considerably, yet has not given up, for such striving the Wilson, who has been re-elected to the Hartford Askleparable Council. In the final conclusion, may I say that the children to bed. Trouble was in store for him, as may easily be seen. Steinway, Knabe, and RCA.Selection from page 1.)

The Question—Are you in sympathy with the new naval building program calling for the expenditure of eight hundred million dollars by the government?

A. Rendelsham, '38:
The navy of the United States is not large enough for defensive needs at present. The new building program seems a little ambitious, arousing in my mind nasty suspicions of imperialistic motives.

J. Tompkins, '38:
Yes. We might just as well spend eight hundred million dollars on battleships which can at least be used, be seen in the scar of the chemistry building.

President Ogilvy is taking his family for a short trip to Bermuda. They are sailing on March 12 and will return on March 26.

On Sunday morning, March 6, President and Mrs. Ogilvy gave a tea at which they were introduced to members of the faculty.

Members of the Hartford Garden Club have generously offered to undertake certain planting projects on the Trinity College Campus. On Wednesday morning, March 30, representatives of the Garden Club will supervise the planting at the south end of the campus of three oak trees in honor of the three signers of the Constitution, the anniversary of which is being celebrated early this year.

The HUBERT DRUG 213 Zion Street
"Just Over the Rocks"

FINE PIPES AND FINE TOBACCO
SOME BEAUTIFUL STRAIGHT SHAMS
N-B-C TOBACCO
41 ASH STREET
Opposite Bus Station Corner Trumbull Street

HARTFORD NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
Corner Main and Pearl Streets
Hartford, Conn.

BANCROVDS
Standard for College Men.
Selected Shell Cordovans
Oxfords with Wing Tips.

Eleven Dollars SIMMONS 48-55 PRATT STREET

ALL TRINITY STUDENTS NOW MAKE THEIR HEADQUARTERS AT TRINITY DRUG COMPANY
1284 BROAD STREET
Special Prices to Students

HILLTON'S SERVICE OFFICE MACHINES

Koryl, Underwood, Coral Pattows; Transcriber Ribbons; Carbon Paper.

Oversealing and Repasting on all Made Machines byasters.

Palace Theater Building
647 Main Street, at Gold, Hartford, Conn.

Printing & Bookbinding
The Case, Lockwood & Brainerd Co.
81 TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD

Quality Book and Publication Printers Since 1905

WEBSTER THEATRE
BARRY SQUARE
Two days only—Wednesday and Thursday, March 9-10
FIlmed by Musical Productions of Two Pile XI.
An Authentic Human Document
"CLOISTERED"
2000 Years Ago Revealed at Last.

SECONDE FEATURE
Merce Aberon and Brian Aberne
"BELOVED ENEMY"
Every Friday is Quiz Night
Starting Sunday, March 13: "HURRICANE"

HALF SWIMMING (Continued from page 1.)

they swooped upon him, and while the stands applauded, tossed his head long into the water.

230-yard Freestyle—Won by Mill Wyck (W); second, Bell (W). Time 2:35.2.

50-yard Freestyle—Won by David Wyck (W); second, Tom Wadlow (T); third, Blankock, Peti (K). Time 2:15.6.

Tout. Time 2:46.0.

Dives—Won by Moton (T); second, Stuart (W); third, Mues (W). Winning score 77.8.

100-yard Backstroke—Won by Blo­
ck (T); second, Hill (T); third, Han­cock (W). Time 1:32.5.

200-yard breaststroke—Won by Al­
bos (T); second, Peti (W); third, Connor (T). Time 2:57.

440-yard Freestyle—Won by Mill Wyck (T); second, Mannon (W); third, Blo­
ck (T). Time 4:48.0.

400-yard Relay—Won by Weslyan (M草坪, Blankock (T); third, Fannig, Hennesser, Anderson (W). Time 4:01.5.


ham," with Sally Eilers and Keen Hamilton. Starts Saturday—"Little Miss Roughneck," with Edith Fellows.

STRAND—Starts Tomorrow—
Walt Disney’s "Innum White and the Seven Dwarfs."
Defeat St. Anthony in One-Sided Game as Alpha Delta Bow to Alpha Chi Rho

Thursday, March 3—The finals of the Intramural Basketball were held in Alumni Hall today. Neutral Gold, representatives of the National League, and Saint Anthony, winners of the American League, clashed in the play-off for first and second place. From the very beginning, Neutral Gold displayed the brand of basketball which they have shown all season and completely dominated the field. The final score was 67-53.

In the second game of the day, Alpha Delta Chi met Alpha Phi Delta in the play-off for third place. These two teams were evenly matched, and the winner was not decided until the closing minutes. Each team had only lost one game during the season and completely wrapped up the play-off for third place. The final score was 20-18.

SLOSSBERG
The Traditional Trinity Tailor
Tailoring
BROAD AND LINCOLN STREETS
Telephone 5-1405

All the Trinity Boys Eat at
The Spaghetti Palace
67 Asylum Street, Hartford

HONISS
Est. 1845
Good Food Brings Good Health
Visit our Famous Dining Room
22 State Street, Hartford, Conn.

EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT. Special Discounts to Trinity Students.

SPORT-RADIO
NEXT TO HOTEL BOND BUILDING

TROXELL LECTURE
(Continued from page 1.)

The lecture concluded with lantern slides of many of the fossils de-
scribed, and also of some artists’ con-
temptions of what the “Weird Cre-
tures of an Ancient Day” had looked
like.

PATRONIZE....
the COLLEGE STORE

This is the store your father and grandfather
patronized. Here you can get a good, quick
Lunch, Ice Cream, and
Delicatessen articles.

MAX SCHER, Prop.
The Oldest Store near the
Campus is located at
BROAD AND VERNON STS.

With you every Friday...
with Chesterfields all the time

Weekly
Radio Features
PAUL WHITMAN
LAWRENCE TIBBETT
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ
DICK TAYLOR
PAUL DOUGLAS

Chesterfield
...you'll find MORE PLEASURE
in Chesterfield's
milder better taste

Chesterfields have the best in-
redients a cigarette can have
—mild ripe tobaccos, home-
grown and aromatic Turkish,
and pure cigarette paper. They
Satisfy...millions.